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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Introducing the members of the Board
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
K A R L-A N D E R S G RØ N L A N D
Chairman

O L E J Ø RG E N K A R U D
Board member

ØYST E I N T V E N G E
Board member

Co-Founder, Partner and
Vice-Chairman at Catenda

Investor with primary focus
on real estate development.

MSc / PhD (NTNU)

A significant part of the
business is done through
Intelco AS and its
subsidiaries.

Board positions
Investor
Lawyer / Partner at SBG
Storløkken

HENNING KIND PETERSEN
Board member

Chairman of the Board at
Spenn Technology AS
Chairman of the Board at
24SevenOffice AS

Sales Director at
SuperOffice Norway AS

Chairman of the Board at
SMB Norge

MSc Economic (BI)

11 - 2021

H A N S M A RT I N N A K K I M
Board member
CEO at Cherry Spelglädje AB
Co-founder, investor and
board member of different
start up’s.
Former CEO of ComeOn!, sold
to Cherry AB in 2016 for
€287m.
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OSINT ANALYTICS
About the company and the acquisition
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OSINT ANALYTICS
About the company
The Internet is the world’s largest database. OSINT has the technology and know-how that helps you find the information you
are looking for, amongst trillions of available documents. They collect and analyse information from online sources – helping you
collect better data for improved analysis, intelligence and insights.
OSINT stands for Open Source Intelligence, which means collecting information from openly available sources online.

DATA M I N I N G

DATA A N A LY T I C S

OSINT delivers leading edge
technology for data mining – if the
information exists, they will find it.

Analytics helps us make informed decisions, instead of guessing. In order to achieve that we must first have the
right data, second, the right analytics technique. We separate analytics in three categories:

Data is published in many forms and
OSINT technology works with APIs,
web scraping, deep web crawling,
RSS/XML feeds, and documents such
as Excel, Word and PDFs.

Working with classification of text, either to classify documents to a content category, or to decide similarity of
text.

Classification

Special semantics
Techniques enabling extraction of special elements in the text from a website. Examples include the application
deadline of a grant, wind speed and direction on a map, and GPS coordinates.
Insight
Time series analysis and term frequency algorithms are two methods applied to discover hidden patterns,
correlations or existing insight in text.
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OSINT ANALYTICS
Products and services
T I L S K U D D S PO RTA L E N
OSINT uses their technology to deliver the product Tilskuddsportalen (grant portal) in Norway. The portal is a database containing thousands of grants
available to Norwegian charities, organisations and local councils.
146 local councils in Norway subscribe to Tilskuddsportalen.

U P DAT E N E W S F E E D S

DATA C O L L EC T I ON & A N A LYSI S

I D E N T I F Y U P DAT E S

B U S I N E S S S U RV E I L L A N C E

Need

Need

Need

Need

Many websites are designed to
show instant news and other feeds,
and a web editor is often busy and
do not have the time to run these
updates.

Farmers in some Eastern European
countries are not offered insurance
because insurance companies lack
data to calculate risk. Thus, they have
difficulties developing and
modernising their farms.

An e-publisher who indexes and
passes on third-party documents are
concerned if they are publishing the
latest versions of the material to
customers.

An anti-corruption project struggles to
follow the actions of suspects.
Companies are frequently created and
closed, assets are moved between
companies and it is difficult to navigate
via confusing straw companies.

Solution

Solution

Solution

Solution

OSINT technology automatically
finds, collects and conveys relevant
information to its readers, and
updates the website as often as
required.

Advanced data mining technology
finds and collects relevant data about
weather, disasters and crop
production. This is automatically
converted to consistent, structured
data ready for risk analysis.

Artificial intelligence compares the
content of indexed versions to original
documents. This identifies all changes
and also those documents that need
to be updated.

OSINT technology monitor public
notifications of business records, and
can notice significant trends within set
markers. This helps investigators keep
track of important changes, and also
collecting relevant data and evidence.
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GLOBAL GRANT PORTAL
Global expansion of the grant portal
Tilskuddsportalen
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GLOBAL GRANT PORTAL
Expansion of Tilskuddsportalen
VISION
To create a global grant portal where people, students, scientists, organisations, charities and more can search, find and apply
for grants and scholarships that are available to them – locally, nationally and internationally.
ENGLAND

S PA I N

U N I T E D STAT E S

N E X T ST E P S

Potential

Potential

Potential

Countries

•

900 000+ voluntary organisations

•

5 000 000+ people involved in charities

•

1 560 000+ voluntary organisations

•

Ireland

•

Recruitment target: 1,5 mill users

•

Recruitment target: 1 mill users

•

Recruitment target: 3 mill users

•

Scotland

•

Time spent: 20 min per user/mth

•

Time spent: 20 min per user/mth

•

Time spent: 20 min per user/mth

•

Wales

•

eCPM: 25NOK

•

eCPM: 15NOK

•

eCPM: 35NOK

•

Canada

•

Monthly revenue: 1 500 000 NOK

•

Monthly revenue: 600 000 NOK

•

Monthly revenue: 4 100 000 NOK

•

Germany

•

Monthly ops cost: 60 000 NOK

•

Monthly ops cost: 45 000 NOK

•

Monthly ops cost: 70 000 NOK

•

…

Delivery estimates

Delivery estimates

Delivery estimates

•

Back-end development: 30 days

•

Back-end development: 30 days

•

Back-end development: 30 days

•

Front-end development: 45 days

•

Front-end development: 45 days

•

Front-end development: 45 days

•

Launch: X +60 days

•

Launch: X +60 days

•

Launch: X +60 days

Grant types
•

Scholarships

•

Research grants

eCPM = revenue per 1000 advertisement shown
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GLOBAL GRANT PORTAL
Expansion of Tilskuddsportalen
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NHS ENGLAND
Managing patients with severe asthma
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NHS ENGLAND
Managing patients with severe asthma
PA RT N E R
Portsmouth Hospitals University NHS Trust – Severe Asthma Service – Portsmouth Technologies Trials Unit
Professor Anoop Chauhan, Clinical Director and Director of Research and Innovation

BA C KG RO U N D
In the UK, around 200 000 people have severe asthma and the disease causes over 500 deaths per year. It is estimated that it costs
between 582 and 825 million GBP annually to treat this patient group (NHS report).
The Severe Asthma Service at Portsmouth is a specialist center for severe asthma in the region. They act as the hub in a network of
hospitals and manage and treat patients from all hospitals in the network.
T H E P RO J E C T
Create a software platform for treatment of chronically ill patients with the intent of improving treatment outcomes, reduce time spent on treatment,
reduce cost and collect anonymized data for research purposes. Initially, the project will focus on patients with chronic and severe asthma.
Create a “one patient – one record” patient record management system that can be tailored to a wide variety of care pathways and national health
services.
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NHS ENGLAND
Managing patients with severe asthma
P H A S E D A P P ROA C H
We have run and completed a pre project / pilot with Portsmouth Hospitals University NHS Trust.
The full-scale delivery project has a phased roll out plan.
PHASE 1

Clinical, research and administrative staff members at Portsmouth Hospitals University NHS Trust
PHASE 2

Clinical, research and administrative staff members at four other hospitals + related health care services
PHASE 3

Involvement of severe asthma patients
O P P O RT U N I T I E S

1.

Expand the use of the severe asthma care pathway module to all severe asthma networks in the UK.

2.

Use the existing framework to develop modules for other care pathway e.g. diabetes.
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Induct Chat
chat.induct.net

CHAT

15

Portsmouth team

Search

Prof. Anoop Chauhan

New group chat

1.10.21 12:46

…

New private chat
Hi team. How are we progressing with the revised clinical assessment form?
1.10.20 12:50

Dr. Lauren Fox

Hi Prof. We had a meeting to discuss the form a couple of days back and
are in the process of writing up our thoughts and suggestions.
Dr. Thomas Brown

…

Prof. Anoop Chauhan

…

Portsmouth team

2.10.21 09:38

It was a great discussion and I think we have covered all national guidelines.

Dr. Thomas Brown

…

2.10.21 10:46
I agree Tom. Should be a good first draft.

Winchester team
Dr. Lauren Fox

2.10.21 13:57

Hi everyone. Attached is the first draft of the new form for clinical assessments. As
Tom said, we have tried to capture all relevant national guidelines. Have a look and
let me know if you have any thoughts or proposal for changes.
Clinical assessment v1.docx
4

Type a new message

…

St. Richards team
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